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Abstract

The transition from mobile to sedentary life was one of the greatest social challenges of the human past. Yet little is known
about the impact of this fundamental change on social interactions amongst early Neolithic communities, which are best
recorded in the Near East. The importance of social processes associated with these economic and ecological changes has
long been underestimated. However, ethnographic observations demonstrate that generalized reciprocity – such as open
access to resources and land – had to be reduced to a circumscribed group before regular farming and herding could be
successfully established. Our aim was thus to investigate the role of familial relationships as one possible factor within this
process of segregation as recorded directly in the skeletal remains, rather than based on hypothetical correlations such as
house types and social units. Here we present the revealing results of the systematically recorded epigenetic characteristics
of teeth and skulls of the late Pre-Pottery Neolithic community of Basta in Southern Jordan (Figure S1). Additionally, mobility
was reconstructed via a systematic strontium (Sr) isotope analysis of tooth enamel of the Basta individuals. The frequency of
congenitally missing maxillary lateral incisors in the 9,000-year-old community of Basta is exceptionally high (35.7%).
Genetic studies and a worldwide comparison of the general rate of this dental anomaly in modern and historic populations
show that the enhanced frequency can only be explained by close familial relationships akin to endogamy. This is supported
by strontium isotope analyses of teeth, indicating a local origin of almost all investigated individuals. Yet, the accompanying
archaeological finds document far-reaching economic exchange with neighboring groups and a population density hitherto
unparalleled. We thus conclude that endogamy in the early Neolithic village of Basta was not due to geographic isolation or
a lack of exogamous mating partners but a socio-cultural choice.
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Introduction

The transition from foraging to farming is one of the most

fundamental changes in human history, sustained by innovative

economic strategies and accompanied particularly by large-scale

alteration in social organization [1], [2], [3], [4]. New social and

ethological concepts were necessary to sustain living in permanent

farming villages at higher population densities [5]. Open access to

resources and flexible sharing networks of mobile hunter-gatherer

societies had to be reduced to circumscribed groups. There are

several possible ways exclusive groups might have defined

themselves: besides social, political or ideological criteria, familial

relationships might have become influential or decisive.

However, so far the reconstruction of familial and social

changes in the Near East is almost exclusively based on

architectural, economic, and archaeological data [3], [4].

Although there is some descriptive evidence for anatomical

variants interpreted as familial characteristics [6], [7], [8]

systematic studies of anthropological data are still rare [9].

Because of the poor preservation of ancient DNA in Mediterra-

nean climates [10], [11], [12], genetically determined anatomical

traits are still the most valuable proxies for examining ’genetic

kinship’ in (pre-)historic populations from the Fertile Crescent. In

the framework of the SIGN-Project (Figure S1, Text S1) we

therefore systematically recorded epigenetic characteristics of teeth

and skulls from Basta in Southern Jordan. This site provides

conclusive results demonstrating the organization of this early

Neolithic community.

Here we present both dental and isotope geochemical

fingerprints to gain insights into both the gene pool and the

origin of the Basta inhabitants. The unusually high incidence of a

very rare anatomical variant occurring in the population of Basta –

namely the agenesis (which means the inherited absence) of

maxillary lateral incisors (MLIA), (Figure 1) – is interpreted as an

indicator of close genetic relationships, akin to endogamy. The
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Oxford Dictionaries clearly define the anthropological and

biological backgrounds of endogamy [13]. Endogamy is in an

anthropological sense ‘‘the custom of marrying only within the

limits of a local community, clan, or tribe’’. In a biological sense it

is ‘‘the fusion of reproductive cells from related individuals’’. This

is usually called ‘‘inbreeding’’, anthropologically a ‘‘breed from

closely related people or animals, especially over many genera-

tions’’. It must be emphasized that our analysis gives information

exclusively on biological genetic relationships and has nothing to

do with familial organization in a socio-cultural sense.

The presence of one key trait which is very rare in a genetically

well-mixed population, but very common in Basta leaves little

doubt that the individuals came from an endogamic population

similar to that observed e.g. by Jöhr [14]. To gain additional

independent information on mobility patterns, strontium isotope

analyses of tooth enamel were performed.

Materials and Methods

The early Neolithic site of Basta (30u1394799N, 35u3290699E) is

one of the largest so called mega-sites in southern Jordan [15]

(Figures S1–6, Text S1). Its estimated extent is about 10 ha.

Although only three areas (A–C, total: 860 m2) were excavated

between 1986 and 1992, the findings represent a diversified

picture of daily life during the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B (LPPNB)

(7500–7000 cal BC). Six radiocarbon samples date the site to

between 7540 and 7040 calBC [16].

All necessary excavation permits were obtained for the

described field studies from the Department of Antiquities,

Amman.

The ecological setting (see Figure S6 for details of the local

geology) near a permanent spring, and with access to large herds

of wild animals in the nearby steppe environments and to

abundant flint deposits, made the site attractive to early Neolithic

hunters, farmers, and herders; but the close proximity of dry-

steppe environments made rain-fed agriculture a risky enterprise.

The vulnerability of the environment was probably high.

The architecture of Basta [15] is very complex with agglutinat-

ing buildings and flat roofs that served as space for daily activities

and for walking (Figure S3). The slope was leveled by large

terraces on which the buildings were constructed. Within the

agglomeration of buildings in Area B, several sub-units (‘‘houses’’)

were discerned, which might provide hints of social organizations;

but because excavations stopped on the floor level for conservation

reasons, no burials related to these building lots were found.

Because of the architectural style and the communal efforts

involved in the preparation of the building lots the excavator

suggested that late PPNB villages were inhabited by extended

families [1]. The identification of separate houses was hardly

possible in Area A, but our analysis of epigenetic markers shows

that related individuals were not restricted to one part of Area A,

or to an isolated domestic unit, but were buried all over the area

and in both occupational phases (AIII and AII).

In area A at least three occupational phases were identified

(Figure S3). The buildings of the earliest phase (AIII) were

constructed directly on residual soil. During the second main

Figure 1. Bilateral maxillary lateral incisor agenesis (MLIA) from the Pre-Pottery Neolithic site of Basta, southern Jordan. The
individual B37, a male, is one of ten affected adults (total n = 28). The 87Sr/86Sr ratios of his first and third molar match the local baseline data and are
consistent with growing up at the site. Red: congenitally absent tooth, white: present tooth.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0065649.g001
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building phase (AII) rooms were added and several parts of the

buildings enlarged and during the third and last phase (AI) the

buildings were filled with rubble, containing flints and other

material that had washed down from the slope above.

Raw materials (or finished products of these raw materials) from

the area of Petra 15 km to the northwest and from the eastern

flanks of the Wadi Araba 30–40 km southwest are thought to have

been acquired by the inhabitants of Basta through exchange with

other communities [17]. Turquoise from Wadi Maghara in south-

west Sinai (250 km) was used for beads. From Timna unworked

pieces of green and brown sandstone (Malachite and Limonite)

were imported [18] (Figure S5).

In contrast to these imports for decorative items, most of the

flint found in Basta was of local origin, only 13% of it being

composed of rare and exotic raw materials. Bidirectional blade

blanks production was so intensive that it exceeded the local needs

and these blanks were probably manufactured for exchange. Basta

therefore has been considered ‘‘a market center for traded chipped

and ground stone artifacts’’ [19].

Basta’s involvement in a trans-regional exchange network is not

only demonstrated by its imported raw materials, but also by the

similarities in style of its prestige and decorative items, such as the

mother of pearl amulets and the characteristic stone rings, with

those of other sites [20].

Geological Setting of Basta in Southern Jordan
Basta is located in the transitional zone from limestone,

dolomite and marl formations in the west to bituminous limestone,

marl, chalky marl, and bituminous chalky marl towards the east.

About 20 km walking distance north-northwest of the site, the

landscape is dominated by the Paleozoic sandstone formations of

the Greater Petra Area [17].

Bedrock in the Basta area is dominated by Late Cretaceous

limestones, sandy limestones, and dolomites; a calcareous bedrock

with quartzite veins was exposed in Area A.

A 10 m deep trench in Area C showed bedded calcarenites and

layers of clay and marl. Because slope inclination in Basta exceeds

20% in some places, soil erosion must have been considerable

[21]. The variable bedrock geology surrounding the site leads to

variable Sr-isotope ratios in food webs (Figure S6) [22], which are

key factors in tracing migration.

Living with the Dead – the Burials of Basta
Most of the burials were discovered in the earliest and the main

occupational phases (AIII-AII). In Area A (Figure S3) single or

collective, primary and secondary burials as well as isolated skull

deposits were recovered inside buildings and in substructure

channels. In Area B, only the displaced bones of one individual,

some other scattered human bones, and a multiple burial were

found. In Area C, very few human remains were discovered. It has

been suggested that Area A might have been used as a burial place

after the houses had been abandoned [15]. Human remains of

Area A were examined for demographic, taphonomic, and

pathological features [23]. The authors determined the minimum

number of individuals to be 56.

For the present study we analyzed all available individuals with

well-preserved upper jaws (n = 28) to determine the presence or

absence of maxillary lateral incisors on at least one side (Table 1).

All diagnoses were confirmed by X-ray imaging. For Sr-isotope

analysis, 32 human enamel samples were available from 22

individuals, including pairs of early vs. late formed enamel of ten

individuals. Ten samples of Neolithic animal bones and of the

local soil constrain the local Sr-isotope signal.

Anthropological Assessment of Genetic Relationships
Non-metric morphological traits (so-called epigenetic/anatom-

ical variants) are a valuable tool for detecting genetically related

individuals in (pre-)historic populations if ancient DNA is

insufficiently preserved. The method employed includes non-

metric cranial and especially dental traits, and has already been

tested on many (pre-)historic burial sites. At the basis of identifying

groups of genetically related individuals in past populations is the

assumption that families share a number of characteristic and

specific phenotypical traits. Traits used for kinship analysis must

fulfill basic requirements: they must be determined mainly by

genetic factors, they must be rare in the general population and

the individual traits must be genetically independent from each

other. Alt [24] has catalogued more than 100 basic traits suitable

for use in kinship reconstruction and inter-population compari-

sons. The list consists of four sub-groups of traits: anatomical

variants of tooth crowns and roots; ontogenetic disturbances of the

shape, size, number, structure, and position of teeth; selected non-

metric traits of the cranium and jaw; and congenical malforma-

tions and syndromes involving jaws and teeth. For the majority of

these traits a macroscopic investigation suffices; few need to be

diagnosed by X-ray or micro-CT.

The first step in the process of kinship reconstruction is the

scoring of traits. In an archaeological context, the preservation of

the skeletal material usually prevents the registration of all traits in

every individual from a burial site; but if traits are observable the

individual is included in the analysis. Most traits are expressed

bilaterally, and some traits occur asymmetrically. In most cases,

each trait can either be present (+), absent (–), or indiscernible (?),

i.e. if the specific skeletal part is missing or insufficiently preserved

(e.g. if the occlusal crown surface shows attrition). Some traits are

not scored by exclusive alternatives only, such as the fissure pattern

of the occlusal surface or the number of tooth cusps and roots. In

these cases, the corresponding variant or the actual number of

cusps or roots is recorded. Because of the occurrence of different

tooth types (incisors, canine, premolar, molar) and the number of

teeth (n = 32), the number of the basic traits increases to about

1000 entries per individual [24].

Depending on the structure and size of the skeletal population

considered different statistical approaches can be used to identify

candidates for subgroups of individuals with genetic relations.

Similarity indices for pairs of individuals and statistical methods of

searching for larger groups of individuals with a common profile of

phenotypes allow the discerning of groups of genetically related

individuals in larger populations. Successful applications of this

type of analyses can be found in [25]. However, in small skeletal

populations like the current one, the comparison of phenotype

frequencies with those from general populations is the most

promising approach [26] and has been applied successfully [27],

[28].

Statistical Methods
In order to interpret the frequency of MLIA in the population of

Basta, we compared our results to clinical and genetic population’s

studies on the prevalence of MLIA. The p-values comparing the

frequency of MLIA (or MLIA and/or microdontia, respectively)

are based on an exact binomial two-sided test. The Bonferroni

correction was applied by multiplying the p-value by 1,000. This is

actually a conservative approach, as among the more than 1,000

traits we studied a substantial number was never discernible in the

population of Basta. The confidence intervals in Figure 2 are two-

sided exact 95% Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals. The

number of subjects with MLIA used in this computation was

derived by multiplying the fraction reported in each publication by

Social Endogamy in a 9,000-Year-Old Population
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the overall number of subjects reported, rounding to the nearest

integer. All computations were performed in Stata 11.2.
Strontium (Sr) Isotope Analyses

Powdered tooth enamel samples were taken using dental burrs

after removing the outermost surfaces. Sr-isotope analytical

protocols follow [29], with the following minor modifications:

Prior to dissolution with ,15 M HNO3, enamel powders were

Table 1. Results of all individuals investigated by dental and/or Sr-isotope analysis from Basta.

ID* Age (yrs) Sex Tooth 87Sr/86Sr ±2 SE MLIA Microdontia or other agenesis

B2 20–25 f 16 0.708285 0.000051 (2 2) (2 )

18 0.708180 0.000050

B4 30–39 f 26 0.708193 0.000010 (2 +) (2 )

28 0.708143 0.000014

B5 4–8 ? 26 0.708170 0.000014 (2 2) (2 )

B6/1 30–49 f 18 0.708165 0.000059 (+ 2) (2 )

B7/1 10–12 ? 26 0.708163 0.000030 (2 2) (2 )

25 0.708137 0.000071

B7/2 8–12 ? 36 0.708177 0.000063 (2 2) (2 )

25 0.708182 0.000012

B7/3 30–45 f (?) (2 2) (2 )

B7/4 11–14 ? 46 0.708163 0.000027 (2 2) 12 reduced size

38 0.708188 0.000035

B8/1 4–8 ? 16 0.707991 0.000040 (2 2) (2 )

B8/2 4–5 ? (2 2) (2 )

B9 30–39 m (?) 18 0.708164 0.000012 (+ ?) (2 )

B14 40–55 f 26 0.708840 0.000035 (+ 2) (2 )

B16/1 45–69 f (?) 48 0.708123 0.000032 (? ?) (2 )

B17 50–59 ? (+ +) (2 )

B20 5–9 ? 16 0.708178 0.000039 (2 2) 12 reduced size

24 0.708176 0.000023

B30 2,5–4 ? (2 2) (2 )

B32 5–6 ? 16 0.708174 0.000033 (2 2) (2 )

B33 13–15 f (?) 36 0.708147 0.000039 (2 2) 12 reduced size

B35 22–25 f (?) 36 0.708149 0.000032 (+ 2) 35,45 missing

38 0.708130 0.000031

B37 30–39 m 36 0.708137 0.000015 (+ +) 28 reduced size

38 0.708157 0.000014

B38 40–49 m 48 0.708153 0.000050 (2 2) (2 )

B39/1 6–10 ? 26 0.708159 0.000075 (2 2) (2 )

B39/2 7–10 ? 36 0.708499 0.000025 (2 2) (2 )

35 0.708191 0.000015

B39/3o.4 35–49 m 18 0.708162 0.000014 (+ 2) (2 )

B40 50–65 f (?) 18 0.708175 0.000019 (+ +) (2 )

B5060/1 8–11 ? 26 0.708066 0.000035 (2 2) 22 reduced size

15 0.708117 0.000028

B5041 30–39 f (?) (? +) (2 )

SF7/3083 30–45 m (2 ?) (2 )

SF22/18078/14443 13–17 ? (2 ?) (2 )

The age and sex determination of the individuals are based on international standardized methods [23]. The denotation of the teeth follows the two-digit-system of the
World Dental Federation. The investigated key feature, the maxillary lateral incisor agenesis (MLIA), has three possible outcomes: presence (+), absence (–), or the trait is
indiscernible (?) because the upper jaw itself is missing. The column ‘microdontia or other agenesis’ comprises maxillary lateral incisors with reduced size and/or other
types of missing teeth. MLIA and microdontia represent a variable expression of the same developmental defect. Other types of teeth such as the premolars 35 and 45
can additionally be missing [26]. Only three individuals have Sr-isotope values clearly outside the local average 87Sr/86Sr. Analytical methods for Sr-isotope analysis
follows [29] with minor modifications.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0065649.t001
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leached once using 1 ml of 0.25 M acetic acid to remove the most

easily diagenetically-affected Sr. Dissolved samples were spiked

with an 84Sr tracer, and Sr separated using extraction chromato-

graphic columns using 100 ml SrSpec resin. In view of the small

enamel samples (,20 mg) and very low Pb-concentrations (lowest

ppb) in earliest Neolithic tooth enamel, no Pb-isotopic analyses

were performed. Sr-isotopic compositions and Sr-concentrations

were measured using a VG354 thermal-ionization mass-spectrom-

eter (TIMS) at Royal Holloway University of London (RHUL),

while several smaller samples were re-analyzed using a TRITON

TIMS at The Open University (OU, Milton Keynes, UK), in both

dynamic and static Faraday modes, respectively, following loading

with a Ta-emitter solution onto zone-refined outgassed Re-

filaments. No Sr concentrations are reported because leaching

removed non-reproducible amounts of powder for each sample.

Analyses of the NIST SRM987 Sr-standard over the course of the

measurements yielded 0.71026460.000015 (2 SD, n = 9; RHUL)

and 0.71028460.000017 (2 SD, n = 2 for one session; OU);

consequently OU data were adjusted by 20.00002.

Results and Discussion

Table 1 summarizes the results of our analyses. In ten adult

individuals (35.7% of the total sample) the maxillary lateral

incisors were congenitally missing (n = 7 in AIII; n = 3 in AII).

MLIA occurs in six females, three males, and one individual of

unknown sex. Moreover, four sub-adults have size-reduced

incisors, known as microdontia, of which three come from the

younger occupation level (AII). This corroborates the overall

reduced prevalence of MLIA in the upper layers. MLIA and

microdontia represent a variable expression of the same develop-

mental defect, including a negative correlation of both traits [30].

Affected individuals and families can show both different forms

of MLIA and microdontia, concerning the degree of affection,

variable expressions in between generations, and often an

incomplete penetrance. MLIA and microdontia are considered

syngenetic features, which is why twins who show MLIA in one

individual and microdontia in the other are classified as

concordant [31].

In general, tooth agenesis is a well-known hereditary dental

anomaly in humans. An evolutionary trend towards a reduced

number of permanent teeth has been suggested [32], but

Figure 2. Prevalence (%) of maxillary lateral incisor agenesis (MLIA) for various populations and Basta. I.1–16 Samples from general
(dental) populations II.1–10 Samples from selected (dental) populations, III.1–4 Samples from parents and siblings of probands, IV.1–4 Samples from
geographically isolated populations. Ranges indicate a 95% confidence interval. References to all studies are given in (Table S1).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0065649.g002
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systematic analysis of prehistoric human populations for tooth

agenesis is missing. Only isolated cases of dental traits have been

reported for early Neolithic populations in the Near East [6], [7],

[8]. Tooth agenesis has been found to vary remarkably between

sexes, and among different populations and tooth types [26]. It is

mostly an isolated anomaly; but it can also be associated with oral

defects and is part of well-defined inheritable syndromes [33].

Isolated cases of dental agenesis can occur sporadically or

familially [34]. Familial-based cases can be the result of a single

dominant, recessive, or X-linked gene defect [32]. Numerous

concepts about different modes of inheritance have been discussed,

such as an autosomal-dominant genetic basis with reduced

penetrance and variable expression [35], [36], polygenic inheri-

tance [37], and a threshold model of variation [38]. Although

autosomal-recessive inheritance is less probable, it cannot be

completely ruled out [39]. The role of MSX1 and PAX9 genes in

the agenesis of posterior teeth has been demonstrated, but other

genes are possible candidates as well, so the role of MSX1 and

PAX9 for MLIA is contested [33], [40], [41].

In our worldwide comparison of population studies on the

prevalence of MLIA, four different population sample types could

be identified: I. Samples from general (dental) populations, e.g.

unselected patients of dental clinics; II. Samples from selected

(dental) populations, e.g. orthodontic patients; III. Samples from

parents and siblings of probands, i.e. subjects with known agenesis;

and IV. Samples from geographically-isolated populations. These

data are summarized in Figure 2 (Table S1) and compared to our

results from Basta. In samples from the general dental population,

MLIA prevalence ranges between 0.5 and 3%. In samples from

selected dental populations we typically observe similar preva-

lences, which occasionally reach 6%. In the case of relatives of

probands, incidence increases to ,10–30%, reflecting the

inheritability of the trait. We identified four geographically-

isolated populations. IV.1: In a small village (Schächental,

Switzerland) with documented endogamy over several genera-

tions, Dietrich [42] observed a (low) agenesis prevalence of 1.6%

among 450 investigated inhabitants (of a total of ,2500). IV.2: An

analysis of 1300 inhabitants from a Finnish island showed a

prevalence of about 4.3% [30]. IV.3: In a study by Thomsen [43]

of 188 descendants of seven women and eight men from the

Tristan da Cunha island group (South Atlantic Ocean), the

prevalence was 0.7%. IV.4: In a small village (Illgau, Muotatal) in

the Swiss Alps, Jöhr [14] examined 162 of approximately 300

inhabitants and found a prevalence of 21.0%. This isolated group

experienced probably the highest degree of isolation and

endogamy has been well documented there because 77% of all

marriages in Illgau over a period of about 230 years were

consanguineous: all individuals carrying MLIA can trace their

ancestry back to one couple of the early 18th century. Rare traits,

as observed in Illgau and Basta, can accumulate in endogamous

groups only if they occur already in the founding generation. If

they are absent, endogamous structures might be masked (IV.1

[42], IV.3 [43], IV.2 [30], cf. IV.4 [14]).

The extraordinary MLIA prevalence of 35.7% in Basta is

significantly higher than in modern non-isolated populations with

no more than 3% (see above). This holds true even if we perform a

Bonferroni correction to take into account that we have

investigated numerous other dental traits in the population of

Basta, resulting in a corrected p-value of 4.761026. Similarly, the

combined rate of MLIA and/or microdontia of 50% in Basta is

significantly higher than the maximum rate of 7% in modern

populations (p = 1.161026). This is incompatible with a straight

evolutionary model of increasing tooth agenesis with time, but

suggests a combination of genetic and social factors to explain its

prevalence [34], [44]. The male:female ratio of 1:2 in Basta is

consistent with the range observed in modern populations

worldwide, which on average shows a prevalence of MLIA and/

or microdontia 1.37 times higher in females than in males [45].

The increased rate of MLIA in Basta suggests an endogamous

mating system for one of the world’s earliest farming communities,

supporting earlier archaeological hypotheses about endogamy in

the early Neolithic elsewhere [4]. Prehistoric endogamy has been

suggested for small hunter-gatherers communities or migrating

groups due to low population densities [46]. Sholts and colleagues

[47] reported an abnormally high prevalence of maxillary canine-

first premolar transposition in prehistoric skeletal assemblages

from the Santa Barbara Channel Islands of southern California

and interpreted these results as evidence for endogamy among

these groups.

Evidence for deliberately endogamic historic and modern

mating systems has only been reported for urbanized, hierarchical

communities, including the Pharaonic dynasties of Egypt, the

ruling dynasties of Zoroastrians in Persia, and the Abbad tribe in

Jordan [46], [48]. A study of the Iron Age skeletons from the La

Tène culture cemetery of Münsingen-Rain (Switzerland) shows a

continuous genetic affiliation within the archaeologically identified

high ranking group during the entire period the cemetery was in

use [25].

In contrast, the evidence of Basta points at a very early case of

deliberate segregation by familial relationship, despite a lack in the

archaeological records of clearly visible political, economic or

ideological status differentiation and hierarchization. The high

variability of grave goods and burial rites, the random sex and age

distributions of affected individuals, as well as the temporal and

spatial distribution of the burials implies a random sample.

Endogamy because of status or profession thus seems rather

improbable.

But the archaeological data of Basta also suggests that the

community was part of a well-developed regional exchange system

of raw materials like turquoise, coral, and obsidian (as detailed

above, Figure S5). Moreover, similarities in building traditions and

material culture also point to Basta’s contacts with other nearby

Neolithic groups. Thus the southern Jordanian mountains were no

barrier and the endogamous mating system of the early

inhabitants of Basta cannot be explained by geographic isolation

(Figure S6).

The estimated population size at Basta and the increased

population density within the region [49] during the late Pre-

Pottery Neolithic B also makes it improbable that a lack of mating

partners caused endogamic structures. No correlation of the

quantity and/or quality of grave goods, burial rituals or

anatomical traits could be discerned. The endogamic mating

system of Basta appears to have been a deliberate choice.

One reason for such a restrictive mating system might have

been the high vulnerability of the environment and the stress on

resources due to increased population densities. Additionally, the

beginnings of cultivation and herding required some kind of

restricted access to resources. But it is premature to conclude that

familial relationships became a general criterion for the more

exclusive circumscription of early Neolithic groups everywhere in

the Near East [50]. In other communities, ideological or territorial

criteria may have been as decisive as familial bonds. Despite some

evidence of familial relationships between some individuals at the

Pre-Pottery Neolithic sites of Jericho, West Bank, [8] and Abu

Hureyra in Syria [6], no such exclusive mating system has been

discerned anywhere else so far at that early period.
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Residence Patterns
The endogamous structure at Basta is corroborated by tooth

enamel Sr-isotope data, which are remarkably uniform. Nineteen

individuals fall within the very narrow range of the local 87Sr/86Sr

signature of 0.7082160.00008 (2 SD) (Figure 3, Table 2). In

contrast to early farming communities in Europe [51], both male

and female individuals show local signals, meaning that neither

patri- nor matrilocality can be discerned.

Only three of the 22 individuals had clearly resolvable non-local

signals: One child (B39/2) came to Basta before the age of six, as

demonstrated by a non-local signal of his first molar but a local

signal for the second premolar. An adult woman (B14) with a non-

local first molar spent at least the first ,3.5 years of her life in a

region with higher 87Sr/86Sr ratios. She was affected by MLIA

and came to Basta as a child. She was buried in the more recent

occupation Phase AII. Different scenarios can be offered to

interpret this observation: Her parents might have left Basta for

some time, returning with their child when she was around 3.5

years old or the child might have grown up in a nearby familial

context. The third individual (B8/1) has a lower Sr-isotope

signature. Taken together, the strontium isotope results do not

support significant inter-site mobility, even though migration from

geologically very similar settings cannot be detected. Further

analyses from other ‘mega-sites’ are underway to investigate the

hypothesis whether increased inter-side mobility led to the genesis

of these large PPNB villages [49].

Figure 3. Sr-isotope compositions of tooth enamel (left) and comparative samples (right) from Basta. The former are plotted
consecutively and show early and late mineralizing tooth pairs of individuals (highlighted with a tie-line) if applicable. Three individuals (14, 8/1, 39/2)
plot clearly outside the 62 SD local signal for Basta (shaded box: 0.7082160.00008). Given the reported 87Sr/86Sr variation between ,0.7053 and
0.7094 in modern food webs in the region [22], the observed overall variability for Basta is very small. In case of B39/2, only the first molar shows a
non-local signature, which indicates that by the time of mineralization of the 2nd premolar (,year 6), this individual had already moved to Basta.
B5060/1 M1 is only marginally below the local Sr-isotope range, which is interpreted not to be significant, also because the Sr-isotope signal of its
PM2 is consistent with Basta (even identifying B5060/1 as a non-local would not change any of the conclusions herein).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0065649.g003

Table 2. Mean 87Sr/86Sr ratio and individual data of
comparative samples from Basta.

Comparative
samples Species/soil 87Sr/86Sr ±2 SE

Mean 0.708207 0.000077 (62 SD)

25984 Bos taurus 0.708249 0.000011

15327 Bos indet 0.708141 0.000039

34011 Bos primigenius 0.708241 0.000016

34248 Bos primigenius 0.708186 0.000013

34248[sic!] Bos indet 0.708182 0.000012

14020 Sus indet 0.708215 0.000042

14045a’ Soil sample 0.708229 0.000013

14045a Bos indet 0.708187 0.000012

14009 Bos taurus ? 0.708176 0.000011

14455 Bos taurus ? 0.708262 0.000012

Local animal bones and one soil sample yielded a narrow ‘local’ 87Sr/86Sr ratio
for Basta.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0065649.t002
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Conclusion
Though examples in the more recent past and present are not

uncommon, the exceptionally high MLIA incidence within the

population of Basta represents the earliest evidence for a self-

imposed exclusive mating system. In contrast to earlier hypotheses,

our interpretation is based on biological traits combined with

isotope geochemical data and thus provides direct and strong

evidence for the fundamental social changes that accompanied the

transition from mobile hunting-gathering to sedentary farming,

during which time flexible social structures were tied into more

permanent social bonds.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Map of the studied region. Location of

Epipalaeolithic and early Neolithic sites with human remains

investigated in the SIGN-Project (map edited by: Felix Schreiber).

(TIF)

Figure S2 Plan of the modern Basta with the excavated
Areas A, B, and C [21].
(TIF)

Figure S3 Area A. Architectural remains in Area A (Plan: Basta

Joint Archaeological Project/ex oriente e.V.).

(TIF)

Figure S4 Area B. Preserved building remains in Area B (’Basta

House’) (Photo: M. Benz).

(TIF)

Figure S5 Raw material sources. Probable sources of raw

materials which have been found at the early Neolithic site of

Basta [17]. RS = Red Sea area, CJ = Daba, source area of green

marble in Central Jordan, ,50 km south of Amman, GM = Gebel

el-Maghara, south-west Sinai (,250 km southwest of Basta).

(TIF)

Figure S6 Geological setting of major Pre-Pottery
Neolithic sites in southern Jordan. (Map design: Christoph

Purschwitz, by compilation of data from [52–58]).

(TIF)

Table S1 Prevalence of maxillary lateral incisor agen-
esis (MLIA) within modern sampling groups.

(DOC)

Text S1 Supplementary text.

(DOC)
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